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APRIL HOROSCOPES 

Last month the rabbit took the brunt of difficult energies. All that changes when the 
calendar turns over to April. There will be a burst of pink blossoms and rose petals that 
will put a new, fresh and rosy spin on the month and will make last month blissfully fade 
from view and the rabbit will hop joyfully around like the carefree bunny you expect to 
see in April! 

Unfortunately, though, the rat has the most difficult energy in the month ahead.  

As a the sign that sees their world expanding this year, the month of April will be when 
the energies snap back and contract in a way that feels like a rubber band that’s been 
snapped. This month could sting. 
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What do rats need to focus on?  

Pulling in and taking care with your job, your money, your home, and your health. These 
are your top priorities in the month ahead, so take your vitamins, keep up with exercise 
and doctor’s appointments if you have them and just take care. By keeping close to 
home and sticking with prudent choices, you’ll be just fine.  

Other signs that need to watch health closely are the dragon and snake, ox and 
tiger.  

Avoid letting healthcare slide and keep up with healthy habits, smart and conservative 
financial moves, and avoid anything drastic. Get extra rest, drive safely and be security 
conscious and the month will be uneventful. 

Signs “in a mood” this month?  

Those signs include the sheep, monkey, dog, and pig.  

These signs in April, could be dogged, pardon the intended pun, by tempers and 
irritability and could be inclined bark or snap.  

If you are one of these signs, watch your mood and if you are tempted to lose your cool, 
go for a walk, take a long bath, or sit in a dark theater and let the moment pass you by. 
Try to soothe yourself this month so that you can get through the month without any 
ruffled feathers or burned bridges. 

Until next month, I wish you a beautiful Ramadan, Passover, and/or Easter this April, 
filled with love and family warmth. 

Chi and crackers, 

       

     

 
 

YOUR MONTHLY HOROSCOPE  

 

Rabbit 

Love and romance blossom this month 
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If there was ever a month to get out and circulate, this is the month to do it. Go out with 
your honey, and if you don't have one, do something new, go out with friends, and just 
be seen. This is the month you will have a rosy glow about you and admirers will flock to 
your side. If you and your honey haven't been away together in a while, this month 
would be wonderful for a long, romantic weekend. It's also equally good for a class or 
doing something educational -- or maybe even making plans to take a class or a trip. 
This is the month to do both. Watch that admirers aren't too good to be true if you're a 
single and looking. If anyone can tell, it's you. Avoid arguing with older or younger 
women. Are you a writer? This month could see you get published or ace a test. Submit 
work to publishers as you’re likely to get the green light. Wear pink, yellow and bright 
spring colors to attract admirers. 

=========================== 

Dragon 

Be careful with health and money this month  

Dragon, you are a force to be reckoned with but this month, it’s best to pull in and take 
care and nurture yourself.  Did you have a windfall or someone who was especially 
helpful to you last month? This month will be quite different. Take caution with money, 
big decisions and guard your health this month. If you can take some time off in April 
that would be a great idea. The energy this month is for hardship and major frustrations. 
Be careful with injuries to your feet or legs, eyes or a spike in your blood pressure. 
Avoid big investments and doing anything risky, like investments you’re uncertain of or 
anything that feels off to you. Try to be restful, do some self-care, and avoid big moves 
(financial and otherwise.) Pamper yourself a bit and avoid wearing red, pink or orange 
colors. Wear pretty light colors to protect you from health worries, and keep up your 
social distancing and mask wearing in public. Wearing pearls, real gold or silver will also 
be protective. 

=========================== 

Snake 

Keep focused on good health and conservative financial moves 

Here in the lovely month of April, the energies you encounter might test your patience. 
You are a happy sign and love to be busy, but please take good care of your health. 
You could encounter some problems with health or with money that could put you off 
your feet from a twisted ankle or even an infection. Just play it safe in both health and 
money. Keep your strategy for managing the month’s energies leaning toward the 
straight and narrow. Do plenty of self-care and keep up with routine things like filing 
bills, yard work, or organizing around the house. This would not be the month to make 
major changes in your investment strategy or do anything that’s risky. Keep 
relationships calm and smooth and try to avoid arguments or being around people who 
try your patience. Your nerves just don’t need that kind of strain this month. Wear light 
colors and wear real gold or silver jewelry. Avoid black, blue, and red colors this month. 
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=========================== 

Horse 

New opportunities present themselves that put you out in front 

What a fabulous month you have Horse! Watch for money and opportunity to come 
when you least expect it. You could find a big check or opportunity that comes with 
dollar signs finds its way to you. Relatives might also send you money, or you earn a 
commission you weren’t expecting. This month could bring a busy career schedule, but 
do make time to do something enjoyable like a shopping trip or an afternoon at the spa. 
Look for ways you can make improvements in your business or your job. Has the luster 
gone off your career? This is the month to rejigger it and maybe see some nice gains. 
You could also network or apply for a job or a raise. Just make sure that you get 
yourself out there because you have luck and victory on your side in April. Wear blue 
colors, gems, and pearls. Even better? You have beautiful energy that is lining up for 
you like pearls on a string starting now and going for the next three months. 

=========================== 

Sheep 

Plan some exercise to ward off frustrations and watch for a silver lining 

April should have been a busy and exciting month. If so, this is the month when you 
should try to keep a low profile, maybe even take a vacation. I know it's hard for a busy 
sheep like you, but it would help you a lot especially if it was a vacation or activity that 
gets your body moving. The energy this month is for annoyances and frustrations, 
making exercise the best tonic for you in April. If you have any problems, especially with 
eyes or your feet, make sure you treat it right away. Watch your energy levels and if 
your temper kicks up, try some yoga or tai chi. Watch promises and conversations and 
put all plans in writing. Get legal help if necessary. On the plus side, you could wind up 
with some long overdue recognition. To give your energy a boost wear some bright 
colors and fun, flouncy dresses or tops to lift your spirits and make you feel more 
cheerful. 

=========================== 

Monkey  

Tensions could crop up but watch for new growth opportunities 

April could have you trip over your tongue or your feet. Be careful when walking or 
running as you could trip, but it’s important for moneys to expend energy, especially for 
something that’s fun, like dancing, rollerblading, or skating. Watch for problems with 
your ears, sinuses and bladder as well. If you have any kind of disputes or legal 
concerns, don't push things and seek legal advice if you are tempted to get angry at a 
situation. Avoid people who push your buttons as you are likely to get mad and nobody 
likes a grumpy monkey. Read any papers offered to you carefully, and again, get an 
attorney if you're not certain or have doubts. Try to do things that calm you like a nice 
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long walk in nature or sign up for a 5K race. The month does have some nice growth 
opportunities for you so keep your monkey senses up for that nice pat on the back or 
opportunity for you to shine. Wear bright and light colored clothes to keep you feel light 
and bouncy! 

 

=========================== 

ROOSTER 

You have an amazing month ahead in April 

Of all the signs this month, it's you the stars are beaming their lights on. If you've 
wanted a new job, you should apply now. Use your connections, ask for a raise, and 
apply for a new position. If you've felt stuck and like nothing is working, the stars will all 
be conspiring for you this month in the best possible way! Your fairy godmother will tap 
you on the shoulder with her sparkling wand again and again. If single, you could meet 
someone new. April could be the month when things magically come together…don’t 
you love a month like that?  Take advantage of any opportunities that come up this 
month because they're likely to be gone by May, so work this month and that magic 
wand for all it's worth. Oh, and buy a lottery ticket or two...with your luck, you could be a 
winner. Wear bright, bold colors and lots of beautiful accessories and jewelry to magnify 
all your great energy. 

=========================== 

DOG 

Watch your temper and move past something holding you back 

This month you might not want to venture too far out of your comfort zone. It would be 
wise to be extra careful anywhere you travel. You should also watch for things like fraud 
or identity theft and take precautions for your own protection. Gossip, teeth and mouth 
problems and sharp words can also injure, so don't invite arguments. If it's not 
arguments, it could be tooth issues. This month, dogs have the potential to be harmed 
or injured by metal, so take care driving or handling sharp items. Just double check all 
your accounts and keep a close watch on your handbag or wallet. Also, because you’re 
under the 7 star influence, take health precautions because you’ll be more prone to 
infection. Is there something you need to move on from? Take the step this month. 
Energy will support you. To bolster your energy, be sure to wear pretty blue and black 
colors, the color of water. The water element will keep you safe, so if you have the 
chance to go to the lake or the ocean, take it. 

=========================== 

PIG 

Keep tabs on your security and your health in April 
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April is a month that you might not want to venture too far and it might be wise to be 
extra careful anywhere you travel. You should also watch for things like fraud or identity 
theft and take precautions for your own protection. Avoid gossip or people with an ax to 
grind. Angry types could be drawn to you and it’s better to put space between them and 
you. This month, if it's not arguments you’re trying to dodge, it could be tooth issues. In 
April, you have the potential to be harmed or injured by metal, so take care driving or 
handling sharp items. With the influence of the 7 star, it’s also a good idea to keep up 
good health practices against infection and to boost your immune system. Keep up 
those vitamins and healthy eating! Also, keep a close eye on your banking and credit 
card statement to protect against fraud. If you need surgery, this is the month to do it 
though. In April, wear your favorite black and blue colors to insulate and protect you and 
spend time near water to relax and unwind. 

=========================== 

RAT  

Don’t let health, work, or money concerns get you down 

If last month got you down or you were a grumpy rat, this month any frustrations or bad 
mood you may have had most likely turn to the physical kind of frustrations in April. It 
could get serious, just don't let little aggravations and annoyances or health issues grow 
larger. If they don't subside, be sure to see a doctor. Do watch your head, stomach, 
eyes and heart. All could be affected this month. Light or white colors will be good for 
you, so wear plenty of pretty light pastels and light colors to hold down injuries or 
annoyances and take time to do some self-care like pedicures or a massage. Read a 
book and fill up on fresh foods, such as a good pot of homemade soup made with fresh 
vegetables to give your body lots of good vitamins. Rest and don’t invite trouble at work 
or with risky activities or investments. Wear real gold and silver jewelry to protect your 
health. Avoid wearing red or bright colors. 

=========================== 

OX 

Keep calm and carry on  

This month could find you feeling at odds, but you’re a calm and cautious ox.  At the 
very least, April is the month you'll be hearing from friends you haven’t spoken to in a 
while, you may have the opportunity to take a vacation, or you earn some type of 
recognition. Just watch that things don’t make you lose your cool. Everyone is afraid of 
an angry ox. Another concern? Your health.  We’re still not out of the wood for infections 
that go to the lungs and this year you need to be especially cautious of infection 
because you are under the influence of the 7 infection star all year long. You may find 
that you have some pent-up energy, and if so, that’s just your need for some exercise or 
something that gets you moving to blow off steam. Or get a group of friends to come 
over for an evening. It would do your spirit good. Avoid wearing red colors this month 
and go for soothing light shades. 
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=========================== 

Tiger 

Watch your energy levels and blood pressure 

Tiger there is not much that holds you down and this month will really have you moving. 
You'll be on everyone's invitation list -- or maybe your house will be the one where 
everyone wants to congregate. If so, you'll be the best host, just make sure you don't 
snap if your guests forget to use a coaster. That's because the energy is there for a 
snippy and sensitive attitude, and I bet it is because you are a tired tiger. Give in to your 
natural need to withdraw and set time aside each week to do nothing. If you are overly 
tired, it could cause you to snap and that could make you sever ties. Keep a watch on 
your health too. Blood pressure could rise, or you might have to see the eye doctor or 
you might need dental work. Wear blue and black colors to keep you feeling cool, calm, 
and rested. 
 

   


